
Help us keep guns away from kids. 
Posted on Nov 18, 2015 • 12:13 PMNo Comments 
Support Nicholas’s Law for the safe storage of guns in New York. 

 

                                    Nicholas Naumkin was 12 when he was unintentionally shot and killed by a friend. 

 
While New York State has strong gun safety laws, the state does not have a child access prevention and safe storage law 
to keep guns away from kids. Preventing children from accessing guns will help prevent accidental shooting deaths and 
injuries–as well as impulsive suicides–among children and adolescents. 
NYAGV is advocating for the enactment of A53/S2291–also known as Nicholas’s Law—the Child Access Prevention 
or Safe Weapon Storage Act. The bill is named for 12-year-old Nicholas Naumkin, who died after being unintentionally 
shot by a friend playing with his father’s unlocked gun.  
Take action! 

 Sign the petition for Nicholas’s Law. >> 
 Urge your state representatives to pass Nicholas’s Law. Click here to send them an automatic message. 
 Make a donation to the NYAGV advocacy fund and help NYAGV advocate for a child access prevention/safe storage 

law. 
 Join the CAP Coalition–sign up your organization to the NYS Coalition to Prevent Child Access to 

Guns. Email nyagv@nyagv.org to sign up. 
Find out more about:  

 Child Access to Guns 
 Children and Guns in New York 
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NY: Microstamping to Help Law Enforcement Solve Gun Crimes 

Posted on Feb 17, 2015 • 5:49 PMNo Comments 
 

 
Microstamping is like DNA for guns–and it would help law enforcement catch 

criminals. 

THE PROBLEM: Gun crimes provide criminals with the safety of distance and often result in fewer witnesses and less 
crime scene evidence than other types of crimes. The deadly threat of gun crimes also frequently instills fear of retaliation 
in witnesses and discourages them from coming forward. Homicides using weapons have a national clearance rate of 
only 61%, and f or all gun crimes, the clearance rates are even lower.  Police need every tool available to solve gun 
crimes and get dangerous, violent criminals off the streets. 
 
THE SOLUTION: Microstamping requirements. New York law enforcement needs every tool available to help catch 
dangerous criminals and make our communities safe. By tracing criminals through their guns and ammunition using an 
inexpensive technology called microstamping, we can help law enforcement solve crimes. 

Microstamping technology stamps a unique code onto shell casings every time a semi-automatic pistol is fired. The semi-
automatic pistol is the gun criminals use most and the unique code provides an easy-to-follow link back to the original 
purchaser of the weapon.  Police officers and forensics experts use shell casings found at crime scenes to help identify 
suspects but without microstamping their results are very limited. Without modern forensic tools like microstamping, law 
enforcement is hamstrung in trying to solve gun crimes. And without the ability to solve gun crimes, thousands of violent 
gun-toting criminals remain on the streets of New York with their guns, putting us all at risk. 
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